GET ON THE BUS!
APPLY ONLINE AT TEACHER MATCH
When applying, please make sure to include all prior experience in your Teacher Match Personal
Portfolio (Application).

COMPLETE THE DISTRICT PRE-EMPLOYMENT PROCESS
You will complete a background check, drug screen, and health form prior to starting work. You will
cover the costs associated with completing the health form which may include a physical, TB test,
and immunizations.

COMPLETE THE D.O.T. PRE-EMPLOYMENT PROCESS
You will be sent to complete a D.O.T. Medical and D.O.T. Drug Test. WS/FCS covers these services.

START WORKING AS A BUS ASSISTANT
While you wait to attend training, you will start working as a Bus Assistant at $12.29 per hour for up to
20 hours per week.

ATTEND C.D.L. TRAINING CLASS
You will attend a 3-day C.D.L. training class and be paid for your time in training. Upon completing
and passing the class, you will be scheduled to receive your C.D.L. Permit at no cost to you.

ATTEND WS/FCS TRAINING CLASS
You will attend additional training on emergency processes, WS/FCS buses, and more to prepare you
for your behind-the-wheel training. This training will occur after your Bus Assistant shift and will be
paid.

ATTEND D.M.V. BEHIND-THE-WHEEL TRAINING CLASS
You will attend a 3-day C.D.L. behind-the-wheel training class and be paid for your time in training.
Upon completing and passing the class, you will turn in your C.D.L. Permit and be scheduled to
receive your C.D.L. at no cost to you.

YOU ARE NOW A CERTIFIED BUS DRIVER!
Now that you have received your C.D.L., you are a certified Bus Driver and will be paired with an
experienced Bus Driver to complete your training while receiving the $15.00 per hour rate. Once this
training is complete, you will be assigned your own route.

APPLY ONLINE NOW AT TEACHER MATCH: https://bit.ly/3bn8kWL

